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FROM POWER STATIONS TO AEROPLANES: 
What do Mechanica l Eng ine ers do? 

1. I nt r oducti on 

The priv ile ge of deliver i ng a publ ic lec t ure i n the University is a 
uni que opport un ity to speak on a subject of ones own choosing, the only 
restriction ~eing that it is should be of general interest. It seems 
logical therefore to start with a question which has often arisen in 
conversation with people not directly involved with engineering . 

When i am introduced to someone as a Mechanical Engineer the response 
is often "What is a Mechanical Engineer ?" or "I don ' t really know wha t that 
means" or something similar. in some cases people seem to think that to be 
able to say that they know nothing about engineering Is a mark of 
respectability . The fact that many people really do not know what 
Mechanical Engineers do is a cause for concern. This is particularly true 
in regard to people in positions of influence, either in comnerciai and 
financial decision making or, possibly more importantly , in education or 
career advice . 

Apart from a nee d to explain what Mechanical Engineers do it is 
opportune to consider three supplementary questions: 

Why don't more people know what Mechanical Engineers do? 

ls there any conn ec tion between the present state of British 
Industry and the apparent obsc urity of Mechanical Engineers? 

How can the widespread claim to know ii tt le or nothing about 
engineering be consistent with the deluge of advice and 
criticism about the training of engineers which is offered by so 
many people ? 

I 
After briefly discussing what the words mean I propose to discuss some 

examples of Mechani ca l Engineering activity t o give an insight into what 
some Mech a nical Engineers do. They .are examples of quite spectacular 
achievement which affect the every-day life of our comnunity. In some cases 
projects would have been brought to fruition more quickly and efficiently if 
the technical training of the engineers responsible had been more complete 
than it was which suggests that the techniLai content of the training 
received by entrants to ~he profession should be increased . This is not 
consistent with th e popular view that Engineering courses are too 
specialised and do not produce sufficient expertise in non-te c hnical 
subjects which .influ ence or are influenced by engineering activities. 

The examples will inevitably reflect my own limited experience, 
interests and prejudi ce s and I shal I naturally take the opportunity to 
Include the investigation of a problem which ls currently affecting the 
des ign of high performance turbomachinery and wl 11 kee p us occupied for a 
very considerabl e time . 



2. What do the words "MECHANICAL ENGINEER" mean? 

Unfortunately, use of the "'Ord "Engineer" is frequently misunderstood 
In a WdY that can cause much confusion and even resentment. At one time an 
"Engineer" was someone whose function required a relatively high level of 
professional responsibility for the technical, or "engineering science" 
content of his work. In a manufacturing company this was primarily design 
and development of the product or of equipment required to make the product . 
In a power station or on board ship it was someone with over al I 
respon s ibility for operation at any given time, that is the shift or watch 
keeping engineer, in other cases It was the staff with technical 
responsibility for inspection and maintenance of plant . For the engineer to 
discharge his responsibilities he directed and depended on the work of 
others who described themselve s as draughtsmen, fitters, machinists, engine 
drivers, mechanics , etc .. Over the years the word "eng in eer" has been used 
progressively more widely to Include most of the above functions and also to 
include semi-skilled personnel trained to maintain certain specific items of 
domestic equipment. When the media refer to Engineers they often mean 
someone who, a few years ago, would have been described as a maintenance 
mechanic though in other cases they mean al I the members of trade unions 
co nnected with the Engineering Industry regardless of their actual 
functions! To make matters
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more confusing still, most new engineering 

designs are referred to as the work of "scientists". 

I 
Many professional engineers wou l d I Ike to prevent the word "Engineer" 

beirg used for anyone whose work does not require a knowledge of Engineering 
Science, that is, to exclude the application of practical skills of any 
kind. Such an idea is completely impractical . Apart from the difficulty of 
defining a rigid boundary, there is no authority with power to legislate 
effectively on what a word is to mean. This is true of any language like 
English which Is the principal language in many countries. The word billion 
is an example of popular usage changing the meaning of a word, a "billion" 
used to be a million million but Americans started to use b!llion for a 
thousand million. There were occasional misunderstandings and some 
Americans were accused of exaggeration but when Mrs. Thatcher found that 
the American meaning sounded more impressive in political speeches the 
original meaning WdS doomed. 

It is possible to "protect" a name or title against misuse with intent 
to deceive . We are all familiar with the protection given to various 
functions in the medical profession where anyone offering services by 
falsely claiming to be a qualified practitioner Is committing a crlmlnol 
offence. Titles such as "chartered accountant", and "c hartered surveyor" 
have similar protection. In all such cases the title is awarded by a body 
holding a Royal Charter which specifies what titles it Is entitled to award 
and this form of protection has r ece ntly been established for all branche~ 
of Engineering through the "Engineering Council" which was set up following 
publication of the Finniston Report* 

The position as stated by the Engineering Council is therefore as 
follows: 

* "Engineering Our Future. Report of the Commi ttee of Enquiry In t o the 
Engineering Profession", chairman Sir Mon t ague Flnnlston, F.R.S. Cmnd 
7794, January, 198 0. 

I. There Is no protection for the title "Engineer". 

i i . T l1 e t. I t I e " C h a r t e r e d En g I n e e r " t o g c t h e r w i t h ! t s 
abbreviation "C.E ng . " is protected by virtue of the 
Engineering Council's Chart.er. 

I I I . "Chartered Mechanical Engineer" can be used by Corporate 
Members of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers, but no 
abbreviation is al lowed. The Charter of the Institution of 
Mechanical Engineers does protect the abbreviations 
"FIMec hE" and "MIMechE" and these latter two abbreviations 
could ue used wl th "Chartered Mechanical Engl11eer". 

The Engineering Council maintains an official list of Chartered 
Engineers but the power to grant. Chartered Engineer status ls delegated to 
fifteen institutions of which the Institution of Mechanical Engineers Is one 
of the largest . 

Whatever titles people use, every project is a team effort and success 
depends on the ski 11 s and know I edge of every member of the team, some of 
whom may contribute more than the person with overal I responsibi Ii ty. In 
general, overal I supervision of a project and the appl !cation of scientific 
knowledge are the rcsponslbllit.ies of Chartered Engineers and there is no 
reason why the other contrlbntors should not coll themselves "Engineers" 
provided they do not ass11me responslbi I !ties which they are not competent to 
discharge. This Is really the most Important point, in all engineering 
activities failure of an item of plant always involves a financial loss but 
in some cases ca n be catastrophic and may lead to serious injuries and Joss 
of life. 

In some cases the word "MECIIAN!CAJ." cuuscs more difficulty than 
"ENGINEER". To most people I.he word hns Lwo possible meanings, one Is "of 
machines or mechanisms" nnd the other is "like a machine, automatic, Jacking 
originality" (amongst other definitions In The Concise Oxford Dictionary) . 
These are both inadequate fo~ the present. purpose. Mechanical Engineers are 
generally concerned with machinery in which energy Is converted from one 
form to another or is used to achieve some desired result such a cutting or 
forming materials. This includes all "prime movers" in which natural 
sources of energy snch as comb11st.ible fuels, nuc .lear fission, hydro power 
and wind or tidal energy are used to produce mechanical energy, generally in 
the form of a rotating shaft. The energy may be transmitted directly 
through shafts or converted further into electrical, hydraulic or pneumatic 
power for transmission and distribution before being used to drive other 
mechanical systems, provide heat and light, etc. Mechanical systems which 
utilise the energy Include virtually all manufacturing processes, food 
processing, all forms of transport and materials moving equipment, pumps, 
fans, packaging machines, etc. Preparation of a complete list - is 
Impossible, It would cover practically every activity in the civilised world 
from bui l ding reservoirs t o recording pop music or from building nuclear 
submarines to provi d i ng micro -manipulators for surgical use. 
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3. Power sta t ion plant and Mechanical Eng i nee r ing 

The gen era tion of ele c t rical power for dome s ti c and indus t r ia l use 
star ted with reciprocating steam engines (previously used to d r iv e t extile 
mil l s and oth e r factories directly) coupled to a multitud e of dif fere nt 
typ e s o f generator. Since the beginning of this century steam t urbines have 
repla ced t he reciprocating engines and power stutions now employ an almos t 
standard system of large, high pressure steam turbines driving A.C. 
generators or "alternators" backed up by gas turbines driving small 
alternators. Electrical power generation obviously requires electrical 
engineers but, in fact, the design of turbines and many other major items of 
plant requires more mechanical than electrical expertise, for example fuel 
handling, boilers, pumps, fans and even the alternators themselves. 

Figure 1 shows one type of turbo generator built by the Brush 
Electrical Engineering Co. of Loughborough. and installed Jn the Tir John 
Power Station in Swansea . The largest unit Installed in the U.K . was rated 
at 501'vW. and the blades from one of the 40MW Swansea units (on which J 
worked du r in g my ear J y t r a I n in g) i s now J n the Mar i t i me and Ind us t r i a J 
Museum after a useful service life of over 30 years. The special feature of 
the Ljungstrrnn turbine was that the blades were mounted Jn concentric rings 
attached alternately to two discs which rotated in opposite directions 
driving two separate alternators . This had a number of advantages over 
conventional axial-flow designs for small capacity machines but major 
vibration problems were encountered with the large units and many fatigue 
failures occurred in sets of 30 l'vW and above (several In the Swansea sets). 
The problems Involved vibration W-dves travel I Ing round the discs and rings 
at different frequencies according to whether they moved with or against the 
shaft rotation . At the time, the frequencies could not be predicted 
accurately but a new design developed jointly by Brush and Siemens Schuckert 
solved the problem and existing machines were rebladed though It was obvious 
that expansion to larger sizes would be difficult. 

The formation of the C.E.G .B. after the second world war resulted in 
a series of standard specifications for equipment In U.K . power stations. 
Unit outputs of 30 and 60 l'vW were specified for turbine generator sets which 
reflected the state of technology at the time . The output of turbo
alternators was I imi ted for several years by the mechanical design of the 
alternators. Electrical Engineers can design the basic magnetic and 
electrical components for almost any output but mechanical considerations 
such as the stresses in the rotor and the danger of unacceptable vibration 
limit the maximum dimensions . Heat is generated due to electrical 
resistance ln the conductors forming the windings and by hysteresis losses 
due to the alternating magnetic flux ln the iron core. The need to remove 
this heat llmlted the maximum output which could be generated In a given 
size of machine . The efficiency of alternutors is very high but two percent 
of the output of a 60 l'vW machine is equivalent to 1200 one kW heaters and 
most of the heat was conveyed by conduction through the electrical 
insulation to the Iron before that was, In turn, cooled by air or hydrogen . 

Design refinement brought slow advances .up to 100 l'vW until, In the 
late 1950s, "direct cooling" was developed. The electrical conductors were 
made hollow and compressed hydrogen and de -mineralised water were passed 
through the bores In the rotors and stators respectively. With this 
arrangement heat was removed directly from the conductors Instead of 
depending on conduction through the Insulation. Compressed hydrogen was 
also used to cool the magnetic Iron core. These developments allowed 
greatly increased outputs to be achieved with little or no Increase In 
phys i ea I size and the alternator ceased to 11ml t the unit output. A 

hydrogen _ compresso~ or blower ls required for every alternator and the 
derivation of satisfactory designs for these from gas turbine compressor 
technology wl I I be discussed later. 

When the alternator ceased to limit the unit output, steam turbines 
developed rapidly and, nlthough special types such as the Ljungstrom turbine 
could not compete, axial-flow machines using several cyl lnders and working 
at high steam pressures and temperatures were des lgned. By the mid 1960s 
machines wilh ratings of over 600 MN were being ordered, an Impression of 
the physical size and complexity of the resulting units may be obtained from 
Figure 2. 

Shaft and blade vibration are dominant considerations In the design of 
al I turbines but fal lures are now rare . Power station engineering ls not 
looked on as a very gl~morous occupation and ls rarely mentioned by the 
media apart from the effects of pal Jut Ion. Power stations are however 
essential assets In every Industrial corrrnunity, they take between five and 
eight years to build and have an expected life of between 30 and 40 years 
without replacement of major plant Items so reliability must be high. The 
units are too large for the building and testing of prototypes as ls normal 
In many other Industries so, with these constraints an advance in dr,slgn 
which achieved a tenfold Increase in the unit output In a period of less 
than 20 years was a notable achievement. Incidentally, this development 
took place exclusively In the U.K . where geographical and industrial 
factors created a demand for Jorge sets in advance of other countries. At 
present there has been I lttle demand for new power stations for several 
years and the capacity to build them has declined, If no new power stations 
are ordered soon the U.K. turbine generator Industry will virtually cease 
to exist and plunt wl 11 hove to be bought from overseas when our present 
stations have to be replaced or expansion ls required . This ls not the sort 
of lndustry_whlch can be created to meet a short term requirement for 
reasons which can not be assessed adequately In financial terms and 
therefore do not feature In formulating commercial and political policies . 

4 . Gas Turbines 

At the same time as large steam turbines and alternators were being 
designed and developed, the achievements of Sir Frank Whittle and his team 
at "Power Jets" In developing practical jet engines for aircraft propulsion 
stimulated the development of many forms of gas turbine for aeronautical 
marine and Industrial use. The National Gas Turbine Establishment wa~ 
formed by combining Power Jets and the Engine Department of the Royal 
Aircraft Establishment who had, for several years, been developing axial 
flow compressors In which the mean direction of air · flow is parallel to the 
axis of the machine while Power Jets had made rapid progress using radial 
flow compressors In which the mean flow ls radially outward. 

N.G.T . E. supported Industry In al I the gas turbine projects but the 
main internal research and development effort was directed towards improving 
th e efficiency, rel iabl I l ty and power / weight ratios of aero-engines and 
~~ree sect i ons dealt with compr essors, combus ti on and turbines respectively. 
d t he c amp r e s s O r s e c t I on t he a x i a I f I ow de s I g n wa s t he ma I n I I n e 

O 
f 

feve l opment and the pass ing year s have shown that thi s was the right cho ic e 
d~r a l l exc ep t the sma ll es t engines although it wa s a source of b itte r 

sagr ee ment In the e arl y yea r s. The res e ar ch was di vided Into two ar eas 
~:: 1::i t he development of h i gh e fficienc y bla de designs which ach i eved th ~ 

possibl e compression in each s t age an d the o th e r was th e elimination 
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of s e r i o us b I ad e v I bra ti on wh I c h was soon found to be on e of the mo s t 
important aspects of engine design. 

Ail ga s tu r bine aero- e ng i nes and most ot &e r p r actical g as t urbin e 
sys tems u se a i r as the "working fluid" and us e thl! oxyge n i n t he a ir to bu r n 
the f uel. this is called an "open cycle" because the a i r ca n n o t b e 
r eci rc u lated (as It would not suppor t fu rt h e r comb us t.l ou) a nd has to be 
dis cha rg ed at t he e nd of the cycl e and replac ed wi t h a fre sh suppl y. 

Fo r a s t ationary g a s t u r bine . ai r i s d ra wn in al t he ambie nt 
conditions but when an aircraft is In flight t he air entering the e ngines Is 
compressed by the "ram" effect of the forward motion, the amount of 
compression depending on the ratio of the flight speed to the speed of 
sound, generally referred to as the "Mach Number" . As the air is 
accelerated to the speed . of the aircraft there is a reaction equal to the 
rc,te of increase of momentum which may be described as an "intake drag" 
force. In all cases the air entering the engine passes through a compressor 
to raise the pressure, through a combustion chamber In which It is heated 
and a turbine in which it is expanded to provide the power required to drive 
tl,e compressor. The healing takes place at. a constant pressure so, after 
compression and before expansion, the vollUne is Increased approximately ln 
proportion to the absolute temperature . The amount of energy absorbed wheu 
a gas is compressed or released when it is expanded through a turbine can be 
calculated from the volume flow (taking accouut of the progressive change in 
density) and the pressure change. Because the volume ls greater when the 
hot air expands than when it. was compressed. the pressure of the al r leaving 
the turbine is above the surroundiug atmospheric pressure. the difference 
depending on the mnount of fuel burnt in the Intervening combustion chamber. 

The part of the engine described so far, ofteu referred to as the "Gas 
g e nerator", is Illustrated dlagramatlcally in Figure 3. The narrowing 
passage represeuts compression in the compressor and the diverging passage 
expansion in the turbine wl th the shaded area representing the mechanical 
c onuect.ion between th e compressor and turbine shafts . The "gas generator" 
may be followed by any one of several different devices ln which the hot 
pr e ssurised gas is expanded to the ambi e nt. pressure to produce the useful 
output . 

Figure 4 show s a simple "Jet. engine" in which the gas from the gas 
generator is expanded in a nozzle or "Jet pip e " l:lnd discharged backwards at 
high velocity creating a rea c tion or "thrust" on the aircraft. (The 
mechanism is the same as when a blown up baloon escapes before the neck is 
sealed.) The net force driving the aircraft is the jet thrust minus the 
intake drag. 

In a stationary gas turbine used to generate · power, drive pumps, etc .. 
or for mar I ne use, the gas generator Is usually fol lowed by a further 
turbine driving the load through a shaft as showu in Figure 5 . In some 
cases a gear box ls required as the optimum turbine speed is not always 
suitable for the driven machine . 

The modern aero-eh~ine is a complex combination of these concepts 
designed to produce the most efficient machine possible. Figure 6 shows the 
arrangement of a "by-pass" e11gl11e slml lar to the Ho I ls-Royce HU211 which ls 
us ed to power large transport aircraft such as Jumbo-Jets . The turbine ls 
spl It into three se c t.ions, all free to run at dlfferel!t speeds . The first 
two drive two compressors while the third drives the large frontal fan. The 
air from the turbine then discharges to atmosphere as a hot jet surrounded 
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by a co ld jet of air coming from t he f an v ia a duct outs i de the "core 
e ng in e". Both air streams contribute to th e thrust and the proportions of 
the total thrust from each can be designed t o a ch ie ve the required thrust at 
e ach s tage of a flight with th e mi nim um to tal fue l c onsumption . An engine 
de si gn ed fo r lo w aircraft s peed w l 11 have a la r g e propo r tion o f the air 
pa ssi n g t hrough the bypass duct and low jet veloc ity while . fo r h igh flight 
spe eds th e velocities increase and the proportion of the flow through the 
by - pass decre a s e s. Al I the air entering the engine pa s ses through the fan 
s o th e p art en t ering t he cor e engine is act ually c ompre ssed i n three 
s e c t i ons . 

The evolution of the p r esent en gi ne fr om th e earl y, relatively simple, 
J e ts has been dominated by the fact that the power / weight ratio and the 
overall efficiency depend on the maximum temp e ratures which can be used 
safely and, for any maximum temperature, there i s an optimum pressure ratio, 
which iucreases with the temperature . The maximum temperatures have 
Increased progressively as new materials have been developed and also 
because techniques have beeu developed for cooling turbine blades with air 
drawn off the compressor and fed through passages in the blade s to emerge 
through holes and form a cool layer between the hot gas and the actual 
metal. 

Figure 7 is a c ut away picture of one version of the Rolls-Royce RB211 
engine and , although it is rather detailed, the fan, bypass duct and the two 
compressor s followed by the combustion chamber and three turbines can be 
seen. The shafts connecting the turbines to the compressors are concentric 
tubes wl th bal I and roller bearings supporting them inside each other. Each 
compressor has several rows of blades . alternate rows being mounted on the 
rotor and stator respectively. The inlet to the first rotor of each section 
is controlled by Inlet Guide Vanes which turn the air to flow in the 
required direction. One rotor row and one stator row comprise a "stage" 
al though stages cannot be designed separately because the inlet to each 
rotor depends on the velocity and flow direction of the air leaving the 
stator of the preceding stage . 

The compression process may be split up in different ways, Figure 8 
shows a two shaft arrangement with some compressor stages on the same shaft 
as the fan . in this c ase the compressor design has been made more difficult 
but the basic mechanical arrangement has been simplified giving a saving in 
weight. This is an example of the sort of compromise all engineers have to 
make in the quest for reliable, efficient and economical machines. 

Whatever arrangement is adopted, the main engine control is the rate 
at which fuel is delivered to the combustion chambers and the speed of each 
shaft automat.ical ly adjusts itself to the value at which the power produced 
by the turbine matches the power conswned by the compressor or fan on the 
same shaft . The result is that the compressor speeds vary over a wide range 
with associated changes in the pressure ratio (delivery pressure / intake 
pressure) and the rise in air temperature. 

It is not too difficult to build a compressor to run efficiently and 
reliably at a con s tant speed but, speed variations are unavoidable and the 
compressor designer has to design the blades for high efficiency at one 
speed and then ensure that the compressor wi II continue to function 
satisfactorily at others. If the pressure ratios in the early stages are 
different from the design values the volume of gas reaching the later stages 
is affected and the compressor stages are said to be "mismatched", when this 
happens the performance of the whole compressor is affected . At speeds 
below design. the early stages actually operate with low axial velocities 
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which causes the blades to be overloaded and can ca u se vibration. For 
speeds at which continuous operation is required it is Important to minimise 
the effects of mismatching while for t he lower end of the speed range, in 
which an eng ine will on l y be operated for s hor t. periods, efficiency is not 
important but it i s essential that blade vibrations do not reach amp! ltudes 
at which the blades wi I I fatigue. 

The earliest engines operated with pressure ratios less than five 
and, in the 1950s, engines wit~ axial flow compressors giving pressure 
ratios of the order of e ight were in use. When this was Incr eased blade 
vibration increased and problems such as compressor s urge, arose. It was 
known that the problems were associated with stage matching and various 
methods of alleviating the probl~n have been developed. 

If it was practical to have each stage on a separate shaft wl th it s 
ow11 turbine the probl em of matching the stages would be relatively simple 
but the mechanical design would be a daunting task and It Is hardly likely 
that a practical machine would result. One way of deall11g with stage 
matching which is used extensively i s ca lled "variable geometry", mechanisms 
are provided to rotate the stationary blades of the early stages to 
compensate for the variation in axial velocity at off design speeds. The 
penalty is the weight. and cost of the mechanism to rotate the blades and a 
co ntrol system to operate the actuators according to a pred e termined 
"schedule" in relation to the speed. Yet another way to alleviate the 
problem is to provide "blow-off" valves at Intervals along the compressor 
which release air to atmospt11,re and increase the flow In the early stages. 
In so me engines a si ngl e compressor ls used with variable geometry on 
several stages and a number of blow-off valves while on others the 
compressor is spl It into sections, as in the RB 211, so that the number of 
variable geometry and blow-off stages may be kept to a minimum or eliminated 
altogether. When the matching problem is not solved sat isfactorily the 
compressor may "surge" producing major flow fluctuations which interfere 
with combustion and can cause rapid mechanical failure. In less severe 
cases the comp ressor may appear to operate satisfactor ily but with the 
blades vibrating sufficiently to cause fatigue and event ual fa! lur e, the 
various sources wh i e h can exc i t.e b I ade vl brat Ion must therefore be 
considered. 

5. Sources of vibration 

One source of vibration referred to as "blade row interaction" is not 
related to stage matching. The effect of adjacent blade rows passing each 
other is to produce fluctuating forces on each blade at a frequency equa l to 
the rotational speed mul tip! ied by the number of blades in the adjacent row. 
Many failures due to blade row intera c tion were experienced in the earliest 
steam turbines so it was no surprise that. simi Jar excitation occurred in 
compressors. Avoidance of co in c idenc e with the blade natural frequencies 
can be achieved by suitable design but can be d i fficult. when operat i on over 
wide ran ges of speed i s re quired. 

Vi b rat io n a t off de sign speeds which can not be rela t ed t o blade 
passing frequ e nci e s l s al most always assoc ia ted w l th mismatching a nd , by 
impli ca tio n , wi th conditi o ns in whi ch the b lad es do n ot operate in t he 
condition s for which they were desi gne d . 

A com pressor blade function s ver y much l ik e an aeroplane wing , It is 
placed so th at the air passin g e ach s id e Is forc ed to change directi o n and 
leav es wi th a com p o nent of ve lo c it y a t rig ht a ngl e s t o i t's o r ig i na l 
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velo c ity as shown in Figur e 9. The air passing und e rne a th is bound to turn 
beca u s e the blade provides a positive barrier but th e air passing over tl,e 
uppe r surface will only flow along the surface if the amou nt of turning is 
no t t oo great. I f the incom i ng air app ro ac hes a t. to o steep an ang le as 
shown in Figure 10, the flow over t he upper s u rfac e s e pa r ate s and a bubble 
forms. When this happens the mean air def le ctio n is red uc ed and t he lift, 
which i s proportiona l to the rate of ch a nge o f moment um, falls. The fluid 
in t he bubble tends to rot.ate forming a vortex which may be swept downstream 
t o alio~ another to form in its place. The formation and shedding of 
vortices causes the separation point to oscillate along the surface 
generat ing correspond ing variations in the blade lift . 

The flow separat i on from the upper surface is referred to as "stall". 
I do not expect many people have experienced an aircraft stal l but I can 
assure you that the most notable feature is a feeling that something is 
wrong and the wings are no longer support ing the aeroplane. The effect in a 
compressor is that the amount of energy transferred to the air is reduced. 
It does not generally happen simultaneously along the whole blade row, some 
blades cease to deflect the air to the required angle while others conti nue 
to function normally . This produces a red is tr i but ion of the air f I ow so 
that I t 110 lo11g er passes uniformly through the whole of the annulus 
co ntainin g the blade s. Some regions pass very I ittle air while others 
operate more or les s normally, the regions with I it tie or no flow rotate 
round the annulus in the direction of rotor rotation and both r otor and 
stator blades are subject to abrupt changes in the lift force as they enter 
and leav e the stalled region, or "stall eel I". This causes vibration in the 
same way as hitting the blades repeatedly with a soft hammer. At very low 
speeds the impacts may be acceptable but generally the only cure is to alter 
the aerodynillnic design to reduce the sta ll . 

in some cases the blades do not stall completely but the flow 
separates part way along the suction s urface and, for a smal I increase in 
inlet flow angle (inciden ce) the separation moves forwards causing the 1 ift 
to decreas e in stead of in crease as it would if there were no sepa ration . 
This creates an unstable situation as bending motion of a blade causes a 
change in incidence and the blades "flutter". This i s a nother problem which 
used to arise with aircraft. wings and caused many failures in the early days 
of flying. in the compressor mechanical and acoustic coupling between 
blades comp li cates the mathematics of flutter prediction but it i s fair to 
say that the probl em is now we! I under stood and flutter problems which may 
arise in research or development compressors can general Jy be recognis ed and 
ei imluated by c hang es to the aerodynamic design or adjustment of the blade 
natural vibration frequencies. 

In the last tell years or so a further source of blade vibration has 
been identifi ed in advanced aero-engine research co mpressor s . Before 
discussing this it is ne cessa ry to return to power station engineering as 
there has been a considerable interaction between the technologies. Aero
engine technology has cont ributed to power station plant desi~n and a major 
failure in a power station in 1963 stim ul ated resear ch in the University 
which provided the basis for lde11tifying the source of the current aero
engine problem. 

6. Gas circulalors 

The Gas - Turbine Department of the Engl ish Electric Co. Ltd ., besides 
bui I ding Industrial gas turbines, was a subcont ractor to other divisions of 
the company for the design and supply of 
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i. The main carbon dioxide gas (C0
2

) circulators for nuclear 
power stations 

and 

ii. Hydrogen circ:ulators for direct. cooled alternators which 
were mentioned earlier. 

The CO circulators were large diameter single stage machines 
connected to' the reactor and boilers by large gas ducts while the hydrogen 
circulators were three and four stage compressors which became Integral 
parts of the alternators. Neither bears any obvious resemblance to an aero
engine although the basic designs used the technology developed at NGTE and 
in the aero - engine companies. Jn both cases ve ry satisfactory results were 
achieved as regards efficiency and reliability albeit with a major vibration 
failure of the first CO circulat:ors on the way. This occurred in the 
Hinkley Point "A" power st 2ation ill Somerset. 

Figure 11 shows the layout of the reactor and one of the six 
associated loops comprising boiler, gas circulator and connecting duels . 
The C O passes up through the reactor co llecting heat and down through the 
hailer tvhere it passes over the out.side of the tubes providing the heat . t.o 
convert water into superheated steam. The c irculators are required to raise 
the pressure of the gas enough to restore the pressure losses due to flow 
resistance In the reactor, ducts and boiler . In al I gas cooled reactors the 
circulators use about ten percent of the total power generated. The 
specified performance of the Hinkley Point A circulators when running at the 
design speed was a gas flow rate of approximately 3/ 4 ton of CO per secoud 
at gas conditions of 7.5 atmospheres pressure and nearly 200°c'. This gives 
a gas density of over 10 t.irnes the density of air at sea level. The 
pressure rise was approximately half an atmosphere and the power requirement 
was estimated to be 6250 H.P. or 4660 kW. The circulator is inside a 
casing 12 ft (3.65 m) in diameter and the maximum shaft speed is 3000 
R.P. M., flow control being effected by varying the speed of a special turbo
alternator supplying al I six circulators on one reactor . 

The original design is shown in Figure 12 , the blading design was 
based on methods used for axial flow fans and took lit.tie or no account of 
the avai !able axial - flow compressor technology. Furthermore no 
consideration was given t:o noise generation or the possibility that. noise 
and vibration due to blade row interaction might be transmitted t o 
components other than I.he blades, either aco11stically or through the 
structure. Fans can be very noisy when operating in normal atmospheric 
conditions if no precautions are taken and the problem increases If the 
density of the working fluid (gas) is increased. A half scale model using 
air at atmospheric pressure and driven by a 200 H.P. (150 kW.) motor was 
used to check the performance. This emitted a clear, high pitched whistle 
which could be heard easily a mi le away. As is usual with this type of 
machine, there were no ful I scale prototypes and each production machine was 
tested in a facility using a 700 H.P. (522kW.) motor in the works in Rugby. 
The first run brought an imnediate complaint about the noise from the trade 
unions. Testing during the day was stopped but continued in t he evenings 
and a deluge of complaints fr om the town fol lowed so testing had to stop 
unti I th e problem was ov er come . Thi s was achieved by spending a large 
amount of money on sourid in su lation to contain the noise within the t est 
fac:i I J ty. The motor s for operation a t site were ra te d a t 7000 H. P. ( 522 
kW.). As soon as c:omniss ioni ng sta rt ed i t was fo und tl1~t. in spite of t he 
thick pressure casing s, t herm al ins ulation and concrete shield walls the 
noise levels were unacceptable i n a re a s occ upi ed by operati ng perso nne l. 
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Negotiations were started about the cost of sound proofing the blower 
houses. 

At that point it should have been realised that there were very large 
pressure fluctuations ins ·ide the machine and that serious vibration would 
result . Six machines had been accepted and were running as part of the 
commissioning programme on the first reactor when the flow in one circuit 
started to fall and the driving motor began to absorb less power than it 
should. Each circulator had completed a total of about 1200 hours (50 days) 
operation at full speed, and they were running on a six week, non stop 
reactor test which was about half completed. The external indications of a 
serious failure were obvious but comnercial considerations dictated that all 
six machines must run for six weeks without stopping. A few days later the 
evidence of failure was beyond question with performance deteriorating on 
several machines so they were all stopped after a great deal of secondary 
damage had been added to the original failures. 

Fatigue was well advanced in practically every component of the 
circulators and in the associated ducting, there were large holes in the 
diffuser walls (Fig 13a) which explained the loss of performance and debris 
from the diffusers had done a lot of damage to the blading (Fig 13b). In 
one case one of the Inlet Guide Vanes (the first row of stationary blades) 
had broken away at both ends and become lodged against another vane. Where 
they were in · contact, metal had disappeared from both vanes and they became 
interlocked by about 6 cm. (Fig. 13c). 

It is fortunate that the diffusers failed when they did, otherwise 
there would have been no external indication until other components failed 
which would probably have been after the reactor was loaded with fuel and 
made critical, if that had happened there would have been a radiation 
problem to deal with before the extent and cause of the failure could be 
investigated. 

Naturally, the failure triggered off an intensive experimental 
progranme to develop a cure as quickly as possible . It also stimulated 
reviews of the design of gas circulators for other nuclear power stations 
and led to the addition of instrumentation to detect acoustic and mechanical 
sources which could possibly have similar consequences . The long term 
effect was to highlight the importance of pressure fluctuations in 
turbomachinery and the inadequacy of the technology in use at the time. 

The clrculators on the second reactor had done very little running and 
were undamaged so investigations started almost immediately. Pressure 
fluctuations at twice the rotor blade passing frequency were measured with 
sound pressure levels over 170 dB In the inlet and out.led ducts. Such 
levels were almost unknown and are compared with familiar sounds in Figure 
15. 

The pressure fluctuations literally shook the stationary blades and 
other components of the circulator to pieces. The source was blade row 
interaction which has already been mentioned but, In this case, it did not 
coincide with a blade resonance. The problem was cured by removing the IGVs 
and, with some further related modifications to Improve the flow 
distribution, all twelve machines (two reactors) were rebuilt. Figure 14a 
shows the modified cross section and Figure 14b is a general view in which 
the rotor blades and a flow straightener grid may be seen. The modified 
circulators have now operated satisfactorily for over twenty.years. 
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As already stated, the circulator design was based on pub! ished fan 
practice because the required pressure ratio was small. The second nuclear 
power station built by the English E l ectric Co. was Sizewell "A", with two 
gas cooled "Magnox" reactor 's and s hould not be confused with the recent 
enquiry concerning a proposed second station on the same site. Two gas 
circulator designs were considered, one was similar to the Hinkley Point 
design and the other used technology developed for gas turbine compressors. 
Forlnnat.ely lhe second was chosen, mainly because the predic:ted efficiency 
was hi gher. As soon as model testing started It was obvions that it was 
mnch qnieter and the efficiency was indeed considerab l y higher. When, some 
time later, the Hinkley Point circulators failed it wa s a great. re! ief to 
find that there was no danger of the same problem arising at Sizewel I . 

7' Vortex s hedding 

In the conrse of the Hinkley Point Investigation, a small air-flow 
model was used and this exhibited a further, unexpe c ted, source of single 
frequeucy osci llalions, vortices shed from spokes supporting the centrebody 
of the diffuser excited a series of discrete frequencies. It has since been 
found tlrnt thi s can happen in the blading of any axial - flow compressor and 
a lth ough it was not significant in the Hinkley Point investigation it 
started a research investigation which has recently become qnite important. 

The viscous effects In the blade boundary layers generate vorticity 
which can become concentrated in a series of separate "vortices" which might 
be Imagined to roll along the blade betwe e n the main f lo w and the blade 
snrface. The vortices on each side of a blade have opposite directions of 
rotation and, when they pa ss downstream Into the wake they combine to form a 
stream of vortices with alternat in g directions of rotation. As each vortex 
ls s hed the blade is subjected to a force which depends, amongst other 
things, on the strength and direction of rotation of the vortex. To 
generate a force on the blade there is a reaction on the gas and shedding 
vortices with alternating rotation produces a sonrce of both blade vibration 
and acoustic oscillation, I.e . sonnd. In the model this effect causer! 
loud, c l ear, discrete frequency sounds to be emitted, the note changing 
stepwise as flow vclocit~ was varied. Investigation with a doctors 
stethoscope showed that each note was as soc iated with a form of resonance 
comprising a standing wave round the annu!ar space In the diffuser. At that 
time vortex shedding was not considered to be a potential problem in a 
turbomachine, it was generally thought of as the sonrce of mechanical 
v ibr ation and "singing" from telephone wires and oth er bodie s in strong 
winds were always exp lain ed as sou nd radiated as a consequence of mechanical 
vibration . 

8. Current compressor problem 

Over a number of years various aspects of vortex excitation of 
acoustic resonances have been Investigated in the University, not because of 
a recognised indus t rial pr o blem but because it was obviously a potential 
sou rce of excitat ion which was not generally recognised . In the middle 
1970s Ro! ls-Royce started finding evidence of blad e vibration which was 
consiste nt with acous tic reson ance s In th e ann u li of resear ch co mpr essors. 
As compressors hav e been deve l oped to mee t the I nces sant pressur es for 
bett er performance, vibr at ion associated with acoustic r es ona nces has beco me 
prog ressively more impo rtant and a programme of researc h specifically 
con nected wi th aero -e ngine compressors has been under way fo r the last six 
years with sup po rt provided by Ro! ls-Royce pie a nd the SERC. 
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There are som e aspects of vihrat ion with wh ich every one is f amiliar 

and t hese can be developed to as sist with understanding the basic properties 
of aco ustic waves i11 an a1111ulus. One example of "natura l vibration" is a 
simple cantilever of e l ast i c ma t erial (wood, stee l , plast ic, etc.) whic h 
wil l vihrate if thi, end is di,flected a nd released. It viurates at its 
"n at ural frequency" which de pe nds on the dimensions and the physical 
pro pert ies of the materi a l. If au alter nating force is applied to the 
cant! lever the amp Ii tude of v i bration wi 11 depen d on t he frequency of the 
a lt ernations as wel I as the d imensions and ma t e rial of the canti lever . This 
is known as "forced vibration" and the r e lation between the vibration 
amplitude and the forcing frequ e ncy is of the form shown in Figure 16. 

The amplitudes are l a rge when excitation is at or close to the natural 
frequency, referred to in this context as the "reso1rnnl. frequency". 
Vibration at the natural or resonant frequency can also be occur because of 
a mechanism re fe rred to as "self indu ced" vibration. 

A parent. pushing a c hi Id on a swing (Fig . 17) i s a n example of a type 
of self induced oscillation . If I.he swing is pulled back and released It 
w ill sw in g at its natural frequency but the amplitude will die down slowly. 
If the 1rnrent. pushes !.he sw ing when It is moving away the amp I I tude wl 11 
in crease and the frequency wi I I remain almost unchanged. The energy ls 
provided by the parent but the timing of each push is co ntrolled by his or 
her reaction to the position and motion of the swing so there is no external 
frequency c:0111.rol. If I.he parent. pushes when the swing ls coming towards 
them the amplitude will be r educed so the "phase" of the app l led force Is 
Important.. Thc1·e are man y other examples of self Induced oscillation in 
every day life, for example a violin string excited by the bow and the 
acoustic oscillation in m, organ pipe driven by a Jet. of air . 

When compressor or turbine blades are forced to vibrate by b l ade 
passing effects the frequency is co ntrolled hy I.he rotation speed and the 
vibration is forced, resonan ce due to coincidence with the natural frequency 
can be disasterous but. it ca n also be predicted and therefore avoided if • the 
blade natural frequ e n c i es ~re known. The forcing effect due to blade 
passing also "forces" ac oustic os c l I l at ions in the air in the compresso r but 
there are many frequencies to be considered as th e air can vibrate in many 
different. modes. This is trne of organ pipes, other wind instruments, 
violin strings and even the s imple cantilever . In the simplest cases 
s u c c e s s i v e r e s o n a II c e s o c c u r a t I n t e g e r mu I t. I p I e s of I.he I owe s t o r 
fundamental, I .e. the seco nd re so nance ls an octave above the first and the 
next. ,111 octave and a fifth, (sec Figure 18). 

In many cases a fundamental component aud various harmonics are 
present simultaneously, 111 musical Instruments this giv e s each note Its 
particular quality or tone and few in s truments In which the higher 
compo nen ts were absent. would find places in an orchestra. Provided the 
amp Ii tudes are smal I each co mpone nt ca n be considered separately and It can 
be assumerl that !.he consequence of the whole is the swn of the compo nen ts. 
In fact this is only an approx imati on as fluid mechanics is a highly non-
1 lnear subject and, at. the amplitudes found In turbomaclilnes, so Is 
acoustics. The mathematical tools available at pres e nt are not adequate for 
the complex problems Involved so, In most of this work, theoretical analysis 
is bnscd on smal l ,unplltudes and the deficiencies a ll owed for In subsequent 
evaluation of the results . 

A resonance in an organ pipe with closed ends ls shown In Figure 19. 
At the ends no acoustic ve l ocit i es are possible but the pressure rises and 
falls due to the acoustic velocities 111 the adjoining regions causing air to 
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move towards and away from the ends. In the centre the pressure gradients 
cause I.he air to accelerate resul ting In alternating velocitie s but, at the 
exact centre, no pressure fluctuations . The maximum velocities occur when 
the pressure is the same along the whole l e ngth of the pipe and the velocJty 
Is zero everywhere when the pressures reach their maximum and minimum values 
at. each point.. The velocity and pressure flu c tuations are therefore "out of 
phase" as wel I as having their extrema In different parts of the pipe. This 
ls referred to as a "standing" or " s tation ary" wave. 

Acoust.lc waves do not only occur as standing waves but can a l so exist 
as travel I ing or "propagating" waves as shown in Figure 20. The waves move 
continuously away from the source in the same way as surface waves in water, 
for example as when a stoue i s dropped into a pond . In this case velocity 
changes produced by the pressure grarlients and the pressure changes produ ced 
hy tl,e velocities result in maximum pre ssu re s coinciding with maximum 
velociti es In the direction of propagation and minimum pressures coinciding 
wl t.h maximum velocl 1.les In the rever se direct 1011. As the wave propagates, 
e nergy ls propagated with It and the wave l engt h is related to the frequency 
so that the velocity of propagation is the wavelength multiplied by the 
frequency . 

Resonance with a travelling wave is not very co rrrnon but it occurs in a 
passage connected In a loop as shown In Figure 21. The positions of extreme 
acoustic pressure and velocity move round the loop a nd resonance occurs at 
frequencies where I.he length of I.he loop is a mu! t.iple of I.he wavelength . 
The fundamental or lowest frequency therefore depends on the size of the 
loop and I.he ve lo c ity of wave propagation with the higher frequencies 
Increasing as the number of waves increa ses. The number of waves is 
generally referred to as the "cl rcumferential mode". 

If the I oop Is an annular passage wl th a cascade ( regular row) of 
blades or vanes which prevent wave propagation over some part of it s length 
the acoustic amp! itude distribution is as shown in Figure 22. '!'he frequency 
Is l cwer than for as imilar annulus with no bl ades and, el ther side of the 
cascade , I.he amp Ii t.udes decrease progressively along the length, I.he 
distribution bei ng nearly exponential. ln thi s case, while acoustic energy 
Is propagating continuously round the loop , there is practic a lly no 
propagation along the length. An annular passage of this sort is therefore 
eff.,ct!vely closed at tl,e ends as far as acoustJc energy is concerned but 
air can flow through unobstructed. 

It is natnrally much more complicated in a compressor: 

The outer boundaries vary in diameter along the length, 

Ther e are blades providing a mu! ti tude of surfaces at which the 
normal components of velocity mu st be zero relative to the 
blades and the rotor bl ades are movi ng. 

The velocity of sound inc reas e s in proportion to the square r oot 
of the air te mpe rature which rise s progressively from inlet to 
outl et as the air l s co mpressed , 

The air ls moving with ve l ocities which are not smal l compa red 
with the veloc ity of sound along a path which c hange s direct ion 
in ev ery row of bla de s . The wav e p ropagation velocity is th e 
vect or sum of the veloc ity relative to the air and the local 
veloci t y of th e air 
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Eve n in s imple ca ses ac ous ti c waves do not travel or "pro pagate" 
through the air at the "velocity of sound" as th ey are no t 
plane, uniform waves . 

Th e mathematics of flndin[!( small amplitude r eso nance frequencies fo r 
all th e possible mod es ls , in theory, quite manageabl e giv en sufficient 
compu ter powe r and pr ograming ti me but at present there are no precise 
methods of al lowing for the presence of the blade s and the air ve locities . 
Furth ermo re there are no existing programs which c;alculate all the possible 
longit udina l mode s. This ls one of the areas in which so me a pplied 

mathematics is required. 

9. Vortex shedding with and without resonance 

The excitation of acoustic, resonances by · vorlex shedding has been 
investigated in facilities ranging from a rectangular passage with a single 
plate to a complete compressor stage. The single plate excites a standing 
wave as shown in Figure 23. 

The short video lo be shown was made by Dr . S .A .T. Stoneman during a 
visit t.o C.S.J.R.O. (Melbourne , Australia) last year and shows vortex 
shedding from a plate as the flow velocity is varied, the field of view 
be i II g l he are a shown I n dot t e d I i n e s i II Fi g u re 2 4 . A very per s I s tent 
"smoke" made by interacting sulphur dioxide and ammonia ls Introduced 
upstre am. The frequency varies as shown in Figure 25 and the light is 
flashed at approximately the resonance frequency. · 

lnltlnlly the velocity produces vortex shedding at a fr eq uency well 
below the acoustic resonance of the space and rather disorganised . 
osci i iations are seen downstream of the plate . As the velocity Increases 
the "natural" vortex shedding frequency Increases In proportion unti I it 
lock s on to the resonance and sound is radiated . The vortice s are now 
highly coherent. Furth e r increase in velocity takes place with only a smai I 
increase in vortex shedding frequency until the vortices suddenly become 
Jess coherent and the mean frequen cy jwnps to the natural shedding frequency 
well above the resonance. Reducing velocity rep ea ts the sequence In reverse 
except that the changes take place at slightly differ e ul velocities . 

The analogy with the child on a sw ing ls that the acoustic velocities 
correspond to the backwards and forwards motion and the acoustic pressures 
to t.he poleutial energy al the e nd of each swing. 'l'he energy input from 
vortex s hedding then corresponds to the work don e by the parent . Large 
acoustic; mnplitudes result when each "push" is triggered at t.he correct time 
by the acoustic velocities In the same way as the push on the swing ls 
triggered by the parent's observation of the moliou of the swing. 

10. Demons tration of forced acoustic waves in an annulus 

Th e shedding of vortices from blades in a compressor can excite any of 
the possible annulus resonances if the shedding is locked to the waves to 
produce a self induced o sc l llatlon . Besides self induced resonances, forced 
acoustic oscillations occur in the annulus due to blade row int e raction and 
a demonstr a tion of the response wl 11 help to clarify the resonanc e problem. 

The small, single stage compressor shown in Figure 26 ha s been 
designed and made in the Mechanical Engineering workshop . ideally the 
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demonstration shou ld start wit h no blades othe r t ha n the rotor, however the 
in ne r part of the intake has to be s upport e d and so there ar e six spokes, 
t hey are as thi n as possible and are located as far f rom the rotor as 
possib l e . 

The maximum axia l ve l oc i ty is approximat ely 35 m/sec (114 ft/sec or 78 
MPH) which ls of t he order of one te n t h the value you might expect to find 
at fu ll speed i n an engine co mpressor. Id ea lly this · configuration would 
pr oduce · ve r y litt le noise apa rt from t he e ffects of air turbulence because 
there are no fixed blades close to t h e roto r . Jn fact some discrete 
fre qu enc ies were produ ced which can be identified as aco ustic modes. it has 
no t been estab li s hed whether th e excitation comes from vortex shedding from 
the rotor or the intake support spokes but th ey se rve to illustrate how 
difficult. it i s to avoid excitation . 

A row of flat bl a des inserted i~nediately upstream of the rotor 
produces a blade row interaction effect. One of the earliest analyses 
relevant to this was made by Tyler and Sofrin in the USA in the early 1950s. 
They analysed the propagation of a wave in an infinitely Jong annulus of 
constant inner and outer diameters . They were intere s ted in excitation due 
t.o rotor / stator blade int eract ion but did not investigat e the int e ra c tion 
mechani sm , they used the fact that any ro tor blade passing any stator blade 
produc es a similar disturb ance, the exact nature of which does not af fect 
the problem of transmi ss ion to the outside of the mac hine. The numbers of 
blades in rotor and stator rows are generally different so if a given rotor 
Is in I I ne with a stator blade at one inst a nt the ne xt blade round comes in 
line with a stator whe n the rotor ha s moved a di sta nce equal to the 
diff e ren ce in the circumferential spacings of the rotor and stator rows 
giving a "vernier" effec;t, As a result interaction occurs progressively 
round the annulus, the point of interaction rotating either backward s or 
forward s at a speed which can be seve r a l tim es faster than the rotor 
rotation speed. The number of wav es or lobes depend s on t.he difference in 
the numbe rs of blades . In the demonstrati on model there are 28 rotor blades 
and 26 stator blades designed to generate a 2 lobe intera ct ion which rotate s 
at fourte e n times the rotor s pee d . As this is for d emonstration purposes 
the rows a re placed as c lose together as po ss ible to ma xi mise the 
interaction. 

In al I cases the frequency of th e disturban ce s l s given by the number 
of blade s and the speed, the display shows speed In R.P.M . so the frequency 
ls speed multiplied by 28 and divided by 60 , i.e . speed multiplied by 
0.4333 . The velocity of wave propagation is the number of lobes multiplied 
by the blade p ass ing frequency and ls, therefore proportion a l to rnlo r 
s p~ed . Th e analysis shows that there is a critical propagation ve l oc i ty 
which corresponds to a supersonic wave velocity at the outside wall of the 
annulus a nd a substinlc velocity at the inside wall. Below the c riti ca l 
velocity the amp I it11de of the waves rotating in the annulu s decreases 
exponentially with distance from the source , or, in other words, the so und 
pres s ure level in de c ib e l s decrease s linearly with distanc e. Further 
a nalysis s hows that in this c,ondltio11 no acous ti c; energy is prop agate d along 
the annul11s so , In an ide a l case, the noise generated would not be heard 
outside. If the propagation velocity is above the critical value the wave 
fronts a r e swept back I ike the shock waves from supersonic aircraft or the 
s urface waves from a bo a t . In this case energy ls propagated along the 
a11n11 I us and so out of the end of the machine to be heard by anyone 
unfortunate eno ugh to be nea r. 

The calculated critical value for the demonstration occurs at a speed 
of 3480 RPM. and it ls convenient to check the mode while running below 
this . To show the patt e rn th ere are two microphones, one fixed so it can be 
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used as a reference and one on an arm which rotates near the air Intake. 
The two traces on the osci I loscope are swept across by a common time base, 
the signal from the fixed microphone being used to control the start of each 
sweep. The display is therefore a graph of pressure against time which is 
redrawn every few cycles. When the two traces peak at the same time the 
signals are in phase and, as the arm is rotated, they go out. of phase and 
continue to move until the difference In timing has reached one complete 
cycle further rotation gives another cycle and the arm is back where It 
start,ed. i.e. two cycles for once round the annulus showing that we have a 
two Jobe pattern . The progressive phase change with constant ampl ltude 
indicates a travel I ing wave. The lower Instrument shows the spectrum from 
ea ch microphone and peaks are clear at the blade passing frequency which is 
twenty-eight times the rotor speed. 

As the speed is increased through the "critical" or "cut on" speed. 
the amp Ii tude of the trace on the osci I loscope Increases by a factor of ten 
showing the predicted increase in transmission. The greater number of waves 
on the screen corresponds to the increase in frequency and the spectrum 
analyser also shows the increase in amplitude and frequency. R~tating the 
microphone sti 11 shows that it is a two lobe pattern. As speed 1s increased 
further the amplitude falls a little and then rises again but never drops to 
the levels observed below the critical speed. 

Figure 27 presents the results obtained by running the compressor at a 
series of speeds and recording the signal from a microphone near the air 
intake . Each sample is analysed to obtain a spectrum and a vertical I ine 
drawn with the pen moving sideways in a zig-zag motion with an amplitude 
proportional to the sound level in decibels. At low levels the pen is 

aised so the "lines" you see give the relation between frequency and rotor 
:peed of the peaks in the spectrum. The Impression of changes in the width 
or lntensi ty of the I ines correspond to the changes in sound pressure level. 
Jn this case the lowest line corresponds to the blade passing freqnency and 
the increase in amp! itude above 3500 RPM can be seen clearly. The further 
lines of peaks are at multiples of the blade passing fr~quency, t_he 
interaction process does not produce pure tones but all possible hannon1cs 
may be present. In the Hinkley Point circulators the largest component was 
at twice the blade passing frequency . 

The cut off frequency for each mode is important in relation to noise 
radiation from compressors as designers can select blade numbers to avoid 
the conditions above cut - off and so minimise the noise. 

11. Demonstration of acoustic resonance in an annulus 

With blade row interaction the number of lobes (waves) is fixed by the 
numbers of blades and only one "Mode" has to be considered, there ls no such 
restriction with self induced excitation and any resonance for which there 
is a source at the resonance frequency wi 11 bui Id up in amp! i tude if the 
rate of energy Joss is Jess than the input. Jn a compressor the annulus 1s 
not infinitely long and the actual distribution Is always somewhat mo~e 
complicated than for a single cascade in an infi n ite annulus as shown i n 
Figure 22 . The end e f fects are however very similar wi th little loss of 
acoustic energy so t he ampli t ude is controlled by a number of f a cto r s 
including : 

i. the circumferential mode a nd the long i tudinal amplitude 
distribu t ion 
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i I . I o s s e s t h r o ugh t he con t a i nme n t wa I I s, wh I c h de p e n d s o n 
rigidity and damp i ng, 

l l l. the characteri s tics of the source, when the system responds 
at high ampl i tude the sourc e may be unable to provide 
further input and a stable amplitude is e stablished, and 

iv . the non linear nature of acoustic waves of large amplitude. 

The model can be changed to allow this to be demonstrated, the blades 
close to the rotor are removed to reduce the blade passing effect to 
low levels and a new intake section with twenty blades well away from the 
rotor Is fitted. The twenty blades comprising the annular cascade have 
semi-circular trailing edges which are known to give powerful vortex 
shedding excitation. In the absence of any resonance effects the mean 
frequency of vortex shedding would increase in proportion to the velocity 
but the shedding would be somewhat random and there would be no core I lation 
between the vortices frrnn one blade and an other. In the model the annulus 
provides a resonant enclosure and, if there were no blades and the duct was 
el ther infinitely Jong or closed at each end the circumferential modes would 
have frequencies equal to the duct "cut-off/cut-on" frequencies shown by the 
straight line on the graph in Figure 28. Frequencies predicted for the 
model by a relatively simple numerical solution are as shown for modes zero 
to ten : Because of the combination of the cascade and the finite length of 
the annulus the predicted frequencies are above the line for low order modes 
and drop below the line as mode number increases. 

As the model speed is increased a single tone is heard above 4500 rpm 
a11d the frequency remains practical Jy constant until there is a jump to 
another note, if the speed is reduced gain the new note persists for a while 
and then switches back to the original tone. In this case the lowest 
possible modes are not excited and, ln all, four modes are excited before 
the motor reaches maximum speed (It ls actual Jy being over sped some 30 % 
compared with the makers rating) but at least three more would be found if 
the motor speed could be increased sufficiently. The audible tones are 
modes four, five and six and mode seven has been measured with a microphone. 
These are the lowest modes for which the predicted frequencies are below the 
cut-off frequency. Figure 29 shows the measured results and the resonances 
can be clearly seen at frequencies between the first and second components 
of the blade passing effects. At each frequency the mode can be checked by 
rotating the microphone and counting the phase changes as before. 

12. The effect of blade row spacing on excitation 

The SwanGea research compressor rig (Figure 30) ls larger than the 
demonstration but it generates resonances in the same way and many different 
bl~de configurations have been tested. One of the most important 
discoveries so far has been that the axial distance between the blades 
shedding the vortices and the next row downstream has a marked effect on the 
excitation of resonances, some spacings producing powerful oscillations 
while others reduce the amplitudes of all modes to very low levels. At some 
spacings, increasing speed results in two series of resonances with the same 
modes and frequencies but excited at different speeds. 
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13. Tandem flat plate tests 

It has been established that the effect of the spacing is due to the 
vortices shed by the first row interacting with the second row to generate a 
seco nd source of acoustic energy at the vortex shedding frequency. The 
phase difference between the two sources depends on the s pacing and the net 
r es ult is to increase the net acoustic energy Input at some spacings and 
reduc e it at others. This indicate s that one possible method by which 
acoustic resonances in a compressor may be eliminated is by manipulation of 
the spacing between blade rows. Con11ilete quantitative understanding of the 
effect wi 11 be required before it can be used with confidence and a large 
in ves tment of research effort wil I be directed to this end.The inadequacy of 
our present understanding was illu st rated when the model we have just 
demonstrated was first assembled. There was considerable consternation when 
it was f I r st tested wl th the twenty blade cascade and the reson ances were 
excited at s uch a low level that they were not audible. As the spacing 
effect i s related to the blade thickness, the thicknesses were varied by 
wrapp in g tape round the blades unti 1 audible tones were achieved and new 
bl ades were made. 

To bni Id up a more complete und ersta nding of the vortex interaction 
effect te sts have been performed with a s ingl e plate shedding vorti ces with 
various bodies downstre am. The effect is clearly demnnstrated in another 
short pie ce of video made by Dr . Stoneman In the Melbourne lab oratory of 
the CSIRO. In this the plates are mounted in a closed passage 244 mm high 
compared with the plate chord of 67 nn1, the video only shows the area around 
the plate indicated by dotted lines in Figure 31. Initially the light is 
flashed at a constant frequency c lose to the r eso nance and in the second 
part it is flashed in sy nchronism with the sound and, when ther e is no sound 
there i s no light. The acoustic mode is a transverse standing wave with 
half a wavelength across the tunnel height and the air velocity is constant 
at about 22 m/s econd . 

14. Conc lusion 

In my attempt to explain what Mechanical Engineers do I have talked 
about two fields of activity and the interaction be tween them . They could 
both be des er i bed as "High 'J'echnology". My discussion has bee n In complete 
insofar as I have not mentioned intera c tion with the multitude of other 
branches of Engineering which are ju st as relevant _ nor have I mentioned the 
vast r ange of other Mechanical Engineering activities with which there is no 
obvious interaction with either power stations or aeroplanes. 

Apart from the basic question there were three supplementary questions 
to be answered: 

The first was "why don't mor e peopl e know wh at Mechanical Engineers do?" 

'!'he products of Power Station and Aero n autical Engineering 
affect pra c t i cally every member of t he community . So do 
domestic appliances , earth moving machin es, cars, railway trains 
and many others mach ines or sys tems of machines with which every 
one is fam iliar. '!'he ex i ste nce of such machin e s i s taken f or 
granted a nd there Is generally no r easo n for any one t o think 
about who des igns o r makes t hem, at l eas t unt il somet hing fails 
to func t ion c orr e ctly . '!'he Jac k of awa re ness o f Mec han ica l 
Engi ne er ing i s a ls o par tl y du e to t he s ub div i s i ons of t h e 
sub j ect , many of whic h ha ve t itles of th e i r own, for examp le 
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Aeronautical Engineering and Marine Engineering. '!'he Mechanical 
Engineering content of these subjects Is generally taken for 
granted within the Industry and of no Interest outside, even in 
the cases In which It Is the dominant component. 'J'o put It 
simply, Mechanical Engineers are taken for granted. 

'!'he second q~estlon was whether there Is a "connection between the present 
state of British industry and the apparent lack of appreciation of the 
contribution made by Mechanical Engineers" 

Comparison with other countries In which Engineers are held in 
much hlgher pub! le esteem suggests that th ere Is . '!'hey are 
generally th e countries In which Industry ha s developed rapidly 
and tak en over our traditional markets for bot h small mass 
produced products and for large It ems such as power-station 
plant . For too many years we have undervalued Mechanical 
Engineers and even now, every entrant to the profession has a 
target of "management" as the only way to r es pectabl 11 ty and 
comfortable livin g. '!'he Aero-engine industry has a much better 
re cord than most In this respect . The product Is very complex 
and, if an unreliable engine was put into ajrline service, there 
wou ld be an unacceptable risk to human I lfe . Jn these 
circumstances maintenance of the highest possible Engineering 
standards is an essential ingredient for comnercial success. 

'!'he third question concerned the advice and even coercion from higher 
authority to broaden Engineering education and training to encompass ever 
more diverse subjects. 

For many activities this pressure can be Justified, there ls no 
doubt that Engineers should be versed in the managerial and 
social aspects of their activities. It would however be a 
disaster If there was no future for the professional Engin eer 
who chose to study the technical aspects of hls work In depth 
particularly as the frontiers of knowledge are continuous!~ 
advancing and Engineering is becoming ever more complicated. 
For my own part I have always chosen the technical in preferen ce 
to other aspects and have no regrets . I have gained a great 
deal of personal satisfaction from solving design problems and 
contributing to the production of reliable machines as we! I as 
engaging In the research which ls necessary to support other 
deelgners . 

'!'he problem which does not receive enough attention is that most 
of the people with whom Engineers Interact on the managerial and 
social side see ~o advantage in be coming literate In Engineering 
matters . It Is surprising that Universities do not offer any 
fo rm of "Engineering" as a supplementary course for studen ts 
I n tend ing to grad uate In other subjects wh ich may lead to 
ca r eers in or r elated to Engineeri ng. Presumably t hey are no t 
o f fered because the r e is no dema nd. 
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• 
15. Ac knowledgem ent s 

I wou ld l ik e t o t hank t he ma ny peopl e who h ave as s isted wit h th e 
prep a ration and presenta tio n of thi s lecture, and I hope they will no t mind 
If I do not name th em In dividually. 

a l so wish t o ac knowled ge the k ind ness of the foll owin g for s upp lyi ng 
i llustra ti ons and /or al lowin g me to re p r odu ce Il lus t r a t io ns from th e ir 
public atio ns : 

Brush Electrical Mach ines Lt d. 
( f ormerly Brush Electrical Engineering Lt d . ) 

The Central Electricity Generating Board 

Rolls-Royce pie. 

G. E.C.- Ruston Gas Turbines Limited 
(formerly The Engl lsh Electric Co . Ltd.) 
With particular thanks to Dr . W. Rizk for 
his efforts in finding some of the original 
photographs . 
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